Multicolor detection of combed DNA molecules using quantum dots.
DNA combing is a useful strategy for manipulating single DNA molecules and has a wide range of applications in genetics, single molecule studies, and nanobiotechnology. Visualization of combed DNA molecules is usually performed by using DNA binding organic dyes. Such dyes are not suitable in all circumstances, especially because of their photoreactivity. We have developed a method for the detection of combed DNA molecules by fluorescence microscopy that avoids the use of DNA-staining agents and does not perturb the structure of the DNA molecule. Biotin- and/or digoxigenin-modified DNA fragments are covalently linked at both ends of a DNA molecule via sequence-specific hybridization and subsequent ligation. After the modified DNA molecules have been combed on a polystyrene-coated surface, their ends are visualized by multicolor fluorescence microscopy using conjugated quantum dots.